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ABSTRACT
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AS A RJNdTON
OF BANK TEUER FKEHroKINESS
MAY, 1990
CAROLYN SHAW BROWN, B.A.
, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETIS
M.S., UNIVERISTY OF MASSACHUSEITS
Directed by: Professor Beth Sulzer-Azaroff
The relationship between bank teller service friendliness and
customer satisfaction, as well as the effect of feedback on service
friendliness, were examined. Subjects were three tellers in a branch
of a ccxnmercial bank with 30 branches in Central Massachusetts.
Tellers' rates of smiling at, greeting and looking at their customers
during the first three seconds of the service interaction were
obtained by direct observation. Custcmier satisfaction data were
obtained by asking customers to rate their satisfaction with teller
service by depositing distinctively colored chips, given to them by
their tellers, into a customer survey box located in the bank lobby.
All three behaviors increased substantially with feedback. Greeting
was found to be significantly correlated with customer satisfaction.
A customer response rate of 99% was obtained using the chips method.
Surestions for future research, including r^lication involving
subjects less well acquainted with their customers, are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INIRODUCnCXI
There is same concern in the field of Organizational Behavior
Management as to v*iat the proper target for OEM researtii should be.
Frederiksen (1981/1982) r^rted that a majority of the work done
both in business and human service settings had organizational
process rather than outccroe as the primary target for b^vior
change. He argued that OEM is an applied field and, as such,
processes not functionally tied to significant organizational
outccanes are not the most appropriate focus for OEM research. He
asserted that focusing on process alone can actually have negative
ramifications including the inefficient use of behavior change
program resources, and reduction in innovative behavior on the part
of errployees, among other things.
Goal Based Assessment
FrederiJ^sen's contention regarding process vs outocroe was echoed
by Dierks and McNalty (1987) . Ihe authors expressed their belief
that measurable outccane rather than process should be the basis for
effective enployee incentive systems, citing Dr. William Abemathy's
successful incentive system work with Union National Bank as an
exenplar of the effective use of these procedures. A Vice President
of that bank described the goal selection procedure used in the
incentive system for loan officers (Roberts, 1983) . In accordance
with Frederiksens ' (1981/1982) suggestion that analysis should
proceed from the acconplishment to the behavior, Roberts explained
that the bank first decided on its profit goal, and then created a
loan officer evaluation method and incentive system based on his or
her direct contribution to that goal. He explained the rationale
for this as follows:
An officer may dress well, make lots of business calls, and
present a good image for the ccnmunity to view, but until the
results of these actions are related to ^)ecific, objective,
profit/growth goals, that officer's evaluation is merely the
subjective opinion of another perscxi. (p. 8)
In a behavior change program, it is iirportant to be very clear as to
the outcome of interest, and to ascertain the effectiveness of the
program in terms of that outccsone. An organizational behavior
modification program that is not shown to be functionally related to
significant organizational goals is of limited value to an
individual organization.
Custcaner Service/Satisfaction
A difficulty in insisting upon bottom line measures is that not
all functional areas lend themselves to such direct, quantifiable,
readily available evaluation as loan profits or sales volume.
Customer service is one of these areas. Ihe teller custoner
interaction, for instance, is extremely iirportant one for a bank as
it r^resents the most frequent contact the average customer has
with a bank. In general, vdien pecple can chose v*iether or not to
interact with soaneone, interactions are apt to be r^)eated if the
initial outcomes are perceived as positive (Thibaut & Kelly, 1959)
.
In other words, custcsnners are more apt to keep caning back if they
have a positive interaction with the service personnel. Keying
existing custcaners is perhaps nore inportant to service
organizations than acquirii^ new ones. It has been reported that it
costs five times as much to attract a new custoner as it does to
keep a current one (Spechler, 1989; Uller, F.
,
1989)
Despite the difficulty of establishir^ the direct, quantifiable
link between botton line measures and custoner service, several
studies have been conducted in which personnel behaviors assumed to
be tied to customer satisfaction have been positively inpacted
following the inplementation of behavior change programs. One of
the studies was by Koraaki, Blood and Holder (1980) . ihe conponent
of customer service targeted in this study was enployee
friendliness; the frequency of eitployees of a fast food restaurant
smiling at and talking with custcroers. Target behaviors were
generated and refined by upper level management based on their
perceptions of the critical ccnponents of friendly service.
Althoo^ we might assume that increases in the rate of those target
behaviors would increase custoner satisfacticai, data to support the
assumption were not collected in this study. Jay Spechler (1989), in
making recommendations for develcponent of training programs,
discussed the importance of {performance-effective standards based on
v*iat satisfies the customers rather than vshat involved departments
assume will do so. He cited an American Express credit card
r^lacement procedure as an exanple. A r^lacement time standard,
affecting many departments, was established based on what American
Ej^ress personnel thou^t would satisfy customers. Hcwever, after
conducting customer surveys and interviews and finding cut vAiat
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customers themselves said they needed, the r^lacement procedure had
to be completely changed, ihis tendency is a oatmcn pitfall,
according to Spechler who said "We develop interml performance
standards that seem good to the departments involved, but that don't
necessarily satisfy the customer" (Spechler, 1989, p. 21).
Customer Satisfaction Data Collection Methods
Gathering custcaner satisfaction data is not as sinple as it
mi^t seem. As part of a study designed to iitprxjve four specific
customer service behaviors (approach, greeting, courtesy, and
closing) in a department store, custcmers were given postage paid
custcarver satisfaction questionnaires with five "yes" or "no"
questions (Brown, Malott, Dillon & Keeps, 1980) . In exchange for
returning them, customers would autanaticcilly be entered in a
contest to win a $100 gift certificate. Surprisingly, not one of
the 500 questionnaires distributed was returned. In a subsequent
atteaipt to get seme direct customer feedback, one subject was asked
to interact with 13 custcmers, eodiibiting the target behaviors with
some and not with others. Those custcmers were then asked to fill
out a short customer satisfaction questionnaire. Those vAio were the
recipients of the target behavior r^xDrted that they were satisfied
with the service they had received, vAiile most of the others were
not pleased with the service they received. This would seem to show
that the target behaviors were positively received by custcmers.
Interestingly, however, the authors r^xDrted that their cwn informal
observations during the course of the study indicated that enployees
were not reinforced by custcmers v*ien they exhibited the target
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behaviors and were ocx^asionally given social punishers by the
customers. Clearly, the ambiguity of the evidence doesn't allow
definitive conclusions to be drawn. Regardless, since the target
behaviors involved approaching shoppers and offering help, there was
a sales-like component to the target behaviors that would not
necessarily exist in other customer service jobs (e.g. cashier, bank
taller, waitperson) and, as such, one would not necessarily expect
this finding to generalize across custcniar service positicais.
Althou^ the zero questionnaire response rate experienced by
Brown et al. is prcAjably unusual, the difficulty in getting hi<^
response rates from questionnaires is not. Schneider and Bowen
(1985) , for instance, conducted a study that included mailing
satisfaction surveys to bank custcmers. Ihe survey had 31 questions
that required respondents to circle their responses an a scale of 1
to 5. Of the 4,400 questionnaires mailed, 968, or 22%, were
returned. Similarly, a custcmer survey was conducted in June of
1987 by the subject bank in the present study. The questionnaire
consisted of four yes/no questions pertaining to custaner
satisfaction, and one open-ended question ("Hew could we better
service your needs?") . The response cards were postage paid. Of
the 58,000 questionnaires mailed, 4,486, or 8%, were returned.
Based on industry norms for questionnaire response rates, the bank
determined that the 8% response rate was sufficient to determine
market trends.
If only a small fraction of the custcmers to vAicm
questionnaires are distributed re^jond, the question of re^xDnder
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bias arises. What variables differentiate respondents fran
nonrespondents? Are those who are extremely satisfied, or extr^ly
dissatisfied more litely to respond? Clearly, if a large pert:entage
of those surveyed respond, the threat to the generalizability of the
response to the surveyed population (i.e. the external validity) is
minimized.
One way to obtain custcmer satisfaction data without seme of
the difficulties of questionnaires is a "shopper" program, where
participant ciDservers act like customers and then rate the service
they receive along some predetermined dimensions (Dixon, 1989;
Brewton, 1989; Rafaeli, 1989). Ihese prograits are not necessarily
conducted with reliability observers, however, and sometimes enlist
as cAjservers peers unknown to the subjects. Experimentally, these
practices present some possible bias problems. For example,
iitpartiality may not be possible if various branches within an
organization are in conpetition with each other and an ertployee from
one branch is put in the position of evaluating another branch.
Other methods include Visual Imagery Profiling (VIP) , v*iich involves
asking customers to choose photogr^jhs r^resentative of the type of
person the customer associates with a particular product or firm
(Vatza, E.J.
,
1989) , ccrament cards to be filled out at the time of
consunption, 800 numbers, and oonputer-assisted phone interviews
(Dixon, 1989)
.
Bank Customer Service
A very recent study designed to improve customer service ty
bank tellers was conducted by Crowell, Andersc«i, Abel and Sergio
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(1988)
.
Eleven teller behaviors, determined by bank management to
be important contributors to good customer service, were measured.
The measurement system was quite ccnplex, r^^uiring eight observers,
audiovisual equipment, and allocation of space in the teller cage
for observers. It was found that the ccntoination of task
clarification and performance feedback were effective in inprx5ving
the selected custcsner service behaviors.
Althou(^ the complexity of the study may limit its practical
plication, an inportant finding was the effect of task
clarification. The researchers found that task clarification alone,
s^jarate frcsn feedback, produced a quick increase in the d^jerdent
variables over baseline rates. Once again, formal customer
satisfaction data were not obtained. However, even thou^ a
functional relationship between the teller behaviors stuiied and
custcmer satisfaction was not shown, the authors pointed out two
observations that may lend si^^rt to the importance of the
behaviors studied. One was a r^orted decreeise in the number of
customer cortplaints and an increase in ccaplimentary ccriments made
to the branch manager about teller service. Unfortunately, the
authors state that no systematic procedures were in place for
gathering this information and that it therefore cannot be verified.
The other conservation was a large increase in the bank's d^xDsits
during the study. The design of this study, hcwever, did not cillcw
this possible functional relationship to be analyzed; many other
factors, such as new housing, new shewing malls or the closing of
another bank branch in the area could account for the d^xDsit
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incanease. A Imitation of this study, in addition to its
cxnplexity, is that neither the target behaviors nor the results
were functionally tied to a corporate goal.
Feedback as Behavior Change Aaent
The Crowell et al. finding, relative to the inportance of task
clarification as a function of feedback, would seem to support a
1981 review of performance feedback by Pnie and F^irbank. They
discussed the possibility that the change in eiployee behavior
following feedback is not necessarily due to the reinforcing quality
of feedback alone. They suggested that feedback can have an
antecedent stimulus function by giving the enployee information as
to performance requirements.
The term feedback can be a misleading one because it refers to
so many different kinds of ccnimunications. It can be defined along
a number of dimensions and functions, such as group vs individual,
public vs private, information vs reinforcement etc. (Duncan &
Bruwelheide, 1985-86; Ford, J.E., 1980). Balcazar, Hopkins and
Suarez (1985) conducted a major review of feedback literature in an
atteitpt to evaluate the relative effectiveness of various fonts of
feedback. They determined, among other things, that public and
private feedback are approximately equally effective, gr^iiic forms
of feedback are superior to other forms, such as written, and that
feedback from a sijpervisor is more effective than self recorded
feedback. Their most consistent finding, hcwever, was that feedback
must be functionally tied to differential consequences to be
effective. Feedback, v^iether used cdone, or in ocaijuncticai with
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other methocas, however, continues to be a popular treatment, m a
review of the articles published in the Jourral of Organizational
Behavior Management, feedback was shown to be the most frequently
used treatanent (Balcazar, Shupert, Daniels, Mawhinney, & Hcpkins,
1989)
.
It has been effectively used to iirprove the performance of
engineers (McCuddy et al., 1984), drug store clerks (Newby et al.,
1983), retail store managers (Gaetani et al., 1983) manufacturing
production workers (Emmert, 1978)
,
department store clerks (Brxjwn et
al., 1980), waitpersons (Komaki et cil., 1980) and numerous others.
Present Study
Ihe goal of the proposed study was to iiiplement a feedback
system with bank tellers to iiicrease several specific behaviors
directed at customer service and to measure the effect of those
behaviors on customer satisfaction. Toward that end, a system of
custoBrtier satisfaction data collection, designed to provide daily
response data for each individual teller and reduce responder bias
by generating a high response rate, was tested. Specificcilly, bank
tellers' friendliness, defined here as smiling at, greeting, and
looking at custoners, was targeted. Of course, many other variables
irrpact the customers perception of the interaction; its accuracy,
its duration, the length of the waiting line preceding the
interaction, etc. , however only friendliness was systematically
varied in this study. A further goal was to inpleanent a relatively
sinple intervention that, unlike the Crcwell et al. (1988) study,
could be utilized by any bank branch without elaborate measurement
systems and extra staff. In this study, custcmer satisfaction and
9
teller friendliness were measured. Itellers were given both
individual and grcxp feedback on both their own friendliness and
custc«ner satisfaction. It was hypothesized that
the targeted teller behaviors would increase following feedback and
that customer satisfaction would be correlated with those behaviors.
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CHAPTER 2
MBIHOD
Subjects and Setting
The study was conducted in two branches (hereafter referred to
as Branch S and Branch W) of a $1.5 billion Central Massachusetts
oaratiercial bank with 30 branches. Branch S was located in a
ocmmunity of approximately 12,000; Branch W in a ccronunity of
14,000. These branches were selected, in cooperation with the
Senior Vice President of Cornniunity Banking, for two reasons. They
had relatively stable teller staffs and their distances fran other
branches made teller rotation less likely than in branches in, or
closer to, the metropolitan area in v*iich the majority of branches
were located.
Branch S had three consecutive teller windows vdiile branch W
had two consecutive teller windcws and a third s^aarated frcsn the
other two. CSDservations were made only at the ocMTsecutive windows.
The number of windows manned at any time varied d^jending i^xDn
fluctuating branch needs, such as the number of custoners in the
branch, and other tasks to be performed. In both branches, the
immediate teller service area was distinct fron the remainder of the
branch in that the floor covering changed from carpeting to tile
three feet frcan the teller windcws.
Ei(^t tellers, 4 in each branch, volunteered to participate.
The ccinmercial teller in Branch W, hcwever, was physically s^arated
from the others in such a way that unobtrusive observations were not
possible, therefore only 3 tellers in Branch W served as subjects.
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Subjects in Branch S are referred to as SI, S2, S3 and S4. Branch W
subjects are vn., W2, and W3. Subjects SI, S2, Wl and W2 were full-
time; S3 and S4 were part-time, working 15.5 and 17.5 hours per
week respectively. Teller W3 worked full time at another branch and
for 3 hours on 3 out of 4 Saturdays per nonth in Branch W. Ttellers
in Branch S ranged in age from 39 to 61 and had frxxn 4 to 24 years
teller experience in this branch. Age ranges in Branch W were from
20 to 58 and teller esq^erience was from 9 iionths to 22 years.
Apparatus and Materials
An informed consent form was needed for each teller (see
i^pendix A)
.
Additional materials included teller behavior
checklists (see Appendix B) , 150 poker chips (50 red, 50 white, and
50 blue) , and individual and group feedback charts for teller
behavior and custcaner satisfaction data (see i^jpendix C) . Feedback
charts were graphs printed on 8.5 by 11 inch p^Der. Group charts
were graphs, as described above, mounted on a 22 by 28 inch piece of
poster board. Additionally, a poker chip collection box was used
(see i^pendix D) . This was a wooden box mounted cai wooden legs and
stood at table hei(^t. On top of the box were five slots marked
"extremely satisfied", "very satisfied", "satisfied" , "scmefcAiat
satisfied", and "unsatisfied". Over the box was a sign asking
customers to place the token (poker chip) in the slot that best
described how satisfied they were with the teller service they had
received that day.
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Dependent Variahl^
The two categories of d^jencJent variables measured were 1)
service friendliness, specifically incidents of tellers smiling at,
greeting and looking at (or orienting towards) custoners at the
initiation of customer/teller interactions, and 2) custoners'
satisfaction with teller service.
A smile was recorded as having occurred if the observer noted
that the teller smiled at the customer within 3 seconds of both the
customer's and the teller's arrival at the teller window. Kbroaki,
Blood, and Holder (1980) defined smiling as having the comers of
one's mouth turned up with one's teeth showing, eirploying this
definition after noting that observers scroetimes disagreed viien
recording smiling. Similarly, Rafaeli (1989) defined smiling as a
noticeable L^jtwist of the lips. In the present study, the observers
obtained hi^ levels of agreeinent using a more general and perhaps
more conservative criterion: "If you were the customer and were
tajped on the shoulder immediately after the interacticai began and
asked v^iether or not the teller smiled at you, would you say 'yes'?"
This definition was based on the presunption that if it was
difficult for the daserver to determine viiether or not the teller
had smiled, it was probably equally difficult for the customer to
tell. In that case the "smile" probably would not have had a strong
effect.
Greeting was defined as the use of a typical opening word or
phrase, such as "Hello" or "May I help you". To be counted as a
greeting, the opening word or phrase had to be initiated by the
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teller, not sijiply in response to the customers greeting. If the
customer and teller greeted each other simultaneously, it was scored
CIS cin instance of greeting.
IrxDking at the customer involved the teller orienting her face
and gaze txsward the face of the custcmer. Eye contact (the customer
also looking into the face of the teller) was not required. There
was no duration requirement; as long as the teller looked at the
customer's face for even a moment, it was recorxied at an incident of
looking.
Ihe second dependent variable was customer satisfaction with
teller service. Ihis was measured by having tellers give a poker
chip of a distinct color to customers follcwirig each interaction ard
cisking the customers to participate in a survey by putting their
chips in the appropriate slot in the customer service box located in
the lobby. Each teller had a different color chip so that custcmer
satisfaction data could be determined for each teller.
Ctoservation
The experimenter served as the primary observer. A second
observer enployed for the purpose of reliability checks was a 16
yecu: old highschool honors student, the son of the experimenter.
During each ctoservational session, the observer was seated in
the platform area of the branch facing the tellers. On the Teller
Behavior Checklists (appendix B) the observer recorded v*iether or
not the teller(s) being deserved smiled at, looked at, and/or
greeted each customer served according to the criteria discussed
earlier. To be counted as a positive instance, each behavior had to
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c»cur duriiig the first 3 seconds of the interaction, v*^ the
custcaner was within 3 feet of the teller window where the floor
covering changed from carpeting to tile.
It was possible to view most, but not all, transactions due to
custcBner's positioning within the lobby. When the experimenter was
the sole cA^server, interactions blocked fran view were unrecorded.
When both the primary and secondary observers were present, they
recorded obstructed interactions as (o) to permit calculations of
agreement indices calculations. If two or more transactions were
occurring simultaneously, the primary observer hand signaled the
secondary observer v*iich transaction to record.
Observer Training and Reliability
Preliminary training of the reliability observer was carried
out in a fast food restaurant. Both c4)servers ordered drinks and
then c±>served service personnel as they interacted with custxaners.
Smiling, greeting, and look±Tg at were recorded on data sheets
identical to those used in the study. Training consisted of
defining terms, observing, ccBonparing and discussing observations,
and clarifying definitions. Four training sessicxis were carried out
over two days until reliability for smiling, greeting, cind looking
at were 91%, 90%, and 100% respectively, with definitions as
described as above. The percentage of intercbserver agreement,
during training and at the bank, was determined by dividing the
number of agreements by the sum of agreements plus disagreements and
then multiplying the result by 100:
[A/(A+D)] 100
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Observations were made by the secondary observer during 20% of
the 51 observation sessions conducted during the study, 6 out of 20
sessions conducted in Branch S, and 4 out of 31 sessions conducted
in Branch W. The secondary observer was unaware of the ejqjerimental
conditions as well as the experimental question.
Experimentcil Design
The five experimental phases of the study, Al, Bl, A2, B2, & C, were
defined as follows:
Al - Baseline one. Observations of tellers doing business as usual
were made during which incidents of the target behaviors (smiling,
greeting, and looking at) were recorded.
Bl - Chips one. As observation and recording of target behaviors
continued, tellers gave a chip to each custcmer at the end of each
transaction and asked that the customer participate in a customer
survey by placing the token in the box in the lobby.
A2 -Return to baseline conditions. Cfcservations continued to be
recorded with chips no longer being dispensed to customers.
B2 - Return to <±>servation plus chips condition.
C - Feedback. In addition to observations and chips continuing,
the experimenter told the tellers v*iat behaviors were being observed
and gave them group and individucil feedback on both observations of
tcirget behaviors and results of the customer satisfaction survey.
The study was terminated in Branch S early in condition Bl;
data for SI, S2, S3, and S4 are primarily from condition Al. Branch
W tellers were differentially eo^xDsed to experimental conditions due
16
to scheduling issues outside of the experimenters control, l^le 1
summarizes which tellers experienced which experimental conditions.
Procedure
Subject Recruitrr>ent
Ihe experimenter explained the purpose and procedures, first to
a senior bank official and then to each branch manager individually.
All agreed, pending teller approval. One of the managers felt it
would be better if she made the initial presentation to her teller
staff. For the sake of consistency, the other manager did the same.
Managers were instructed to tell the tellers that a graduate student
was proposing to do a customer service study in several branches of
their bank. The study would take approximately sixteen weeks and
would involve being observed during normal working hours.
Eventually, chips would be given to custoners vho would use them to
participate in a custoner service survey. If they chose to
participate, any information concerning any individual teller would
be kept confidential between the experimenter cind teller; only groi^j
information would be known to any bank administrator. Participation
would be strictly voluntary, would have no impact on their job
evaluation, and they would have the ri^t to withdraw at any time.
Managers met with their tellers afterwcird r^xDrting to the
experimenter that they e>q)lained the study as instrxicted and gave
each teller a copy of the Informed Consent Form. Both managers
reported that the tellers seemed to understand. All agreed to
participate and signed Informed Consent forms. On the day of the
first ciDservation in each branch, the e^qjerimenter/cbserver met with
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the tellers. The voluntary and confidential nature of the study
was reiterated and questions were answered.
Scheduling of Sessions
Observation sessions were not scheduled in any systematic way.
It was agreed that the observer would ccroe and go randcmly,
primarily on Tuesdays, Thursdays and SaturxJays, as her schedule
permitted. Table 2 shows the nunter of observations of each teller
as well as the days of the week on v^ch observations were made for
each e^qjerimental condition by branch. Often, more than one
observation session was conducted on a given day. Sessic»is were
s^iarated by at least 30 minutes.
From beginning to end, the duration of the study in Branch S
was afproximately 12 weeks; in Branch W ^jproximately 17 weeks. A
total of 285 customer/teller interactions were recorded in Branch S:
250 in condition Al and 35 in condition Bl. Interactions in Branch
W totaled 595: 125 in condition Al, 155 in condition Bl, 90 in
condition A2, 20 in condition B2, and 205 in conditicai C. Following
the first week of baseline (Al) in Branch S, Branch W baseline was
initiated and continued for seven weeks. While Baseline (Al)
continued in Branch S, cbservations + chips (Bl) was introduced in
Branch W. Two and a half weeks later, the ciaservations + chips
condition (Bl) also was introduced in Branch S, hcwever the tellers
unwillingness to pass out the chips necessitated termination of the
study in that location. An ajproximate time line is shewn belcw.
The shorter line, marked S, r^resents Branch S. The longer line,
marked W, represents Branch W.
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Data Collection
curing Al (baseline)
, the observer (s) entered the branch, sat in
ldt±fy chairs facing the teller line, and recorded the target
behaviors. The time and length of each observational session varied
dqpending upon both the teller's and observer's schedules. Tteller's
breaks and allocation of tasks that took them away frcm their windows
were not predictable. At the end of each session, the observer
thanked the tellers and left.
curing Bl (observation + chips condition) , the observer ctrrived
at the branch, gave each teller a plastic container with 50
distinctively colored poker chips, put the customer service box in the
lobby, and sat dcwn to record target behaviors as in baseline. At the
end of each daservation session, the experimenter remcved the custcsner
service box frcm the l<±iby and collected the remaining poker chips
from each teller. In a secluded back rocm, the cbserver then counted
and recorded on the back of the data sheets the number of chips of
each color found in each category (extremely satisfied, very
satisfied, etc.) . Ihe number of chips remaining in each teller's
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container was oountad and added to the nuaber of chips of each color
found in the custoner sen^ioe box. ihe total was subtracted fran the
original 50 to get a customer response rate. The ctoserver then stored
the empty custoner service box in a back roan, thanked the tellers,
and left. Chips were dispensed cxily when the daserver was present.
The reversal phase, A2, was identical to Al. Osservations of
target behaviors were recorded. No chips were di^jensed.
Condition B2 (the second cbservation + chips condition) was
identical to the first (Bl)
. Again, chips were dispensed only in the
observer's presence.
Feedback
Condition C (observation + chips + feedback) began with the
experimenter attending a regularly scheduled staff meeting on 6/15.
She ej^lained the purpose of the study to the tellers (see appendix E)
and gave them feedback on the observations and customer satisfaction
data collected to date. The graphed groL^) data were posted in the
lunch rocm over the coffee machine. Seeded individual data were given
to the two participants present. As the teller v^o worked in Branch W
on Saturdays only (W3) was not present, the ejqjerimenter held a brief
meeting with her in the rooming before the branch CY>ened on her next
scheduled day, r^)eated the explanation given to the others, gave her
individual graphs and showed her the graphs posted in the lunch roan.
All feedback graphs were bar graphs.
The initial feedback graphs were r^laced cm 6/19. Again, sealed
individual graphs were given to the tellers present and gr^iis for the
Saturday teller were dispatched via confidential interoffice mail, on
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the same day. Before posting the i^xJated graphs, the experimenter
hand wrote a note on the groins charts saying "This is super 1 .
Everything is
-
smiling up 38%, greeting up 17% and eye contact up
21%. Unbelievable!!". Similar notes were written on the individual
gr^iis. Ihe third graphed feedback was given an 6/27 and the fourth
on 6/29. In each case, graphs were shown to tellers prior to that
day's observations. The Branch Manager r^rted to the experimenter
that she ccarplirnented the staff cxi their performance and the
inprovement shown in the graphs on two occasions. The first was
informal on 6/27. The second was during a formal staff meeting on
the morning of 6/29. Observations and chips continued throu^out
condition C.
On 7/18, the experimenter asked the tellers in Branch W to
CCTtplete consumer satisfaction questionnaires (appendix F) . They gave
their permission to share their individual data (with their names)
with bank administrators.
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Table 1. Tellers' Differential Exposure to E>?)eriinental
Conditions
Teller Ejq)erimental Oonditicsis
Wl Al, Bl, A2, B2, C
W2 Al, Bl, C
W3 Al, Bl, A2, C
51 Al, Bl (terminated
52 Al, Bl (teminated
53 Al, Bl (temimted
54 Al (teminated
study before Bl ocmpleted)
study before Bl ccnpleted)
study before Bl ccnpleted)
enployment before Bl began)
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Table 2. Number of Interactions Peoorded on Each Day of the Week
Date Subject Nunfcer of Interactions
Brarch W
Ocndition A
M 3/20
T 3/7, 3/29, 4/4 wi gO interactions
" VIS W2 20 interactions
Hi 3/2, 3/23, 4/6 V3 25 interactions
F 3/24 total 125
S 3/25, VIS, 4/24
Condition p
H
T 4/24, 5/2, 5/9 «1 65 interactions
W
€/7 M2 55 interacticns
^ 5/4 W3 35 interactions
F total 155
S 5/6, 5/13
Condition A2
K
T Wl 65 interactions
W 5/31 W2 0 interactions
^ 5/25 W3 25 interactions
F total 90
S 6/3
Condition B2
M
T
.
va 20 interactions
W 6/7 W2 0 interactions
Th W3 0 interactions
F tot2Ll 20
S
Condition C
M
T 6/27 VI 105 interactions
W 6/28 K2 45 interactions
Th 6/29 Vf3 55 interactions
F 6/16 total 205
S 6/7, 6/24
Branch S
Condition A
M
T 2/28, 3/29, 4/4, 4/11, 5/2, 5/9 SI 70 interactions
W S2 75 interactions
Dl 2/23, 3/9, 3/23, 4/6 S3 35 interactions
F 2/24, 3/24 S4 70 interactiore
S 3/25, 4/8, 4/28 total 250
Condition Bl
M SI 10 interactions
T 5/16 S2 20 interactions
W S3 5 interactions
Th S4 0 (quit 4/22)
F 5/12 total 35
S
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CHAPTER 3
PESUIIES
Branch W - Overview
Al - Baseline
Daring baseline, 125 teller/customer interactions were r^rded.
The qrcujp mean percentage of saniling at grating, ard looking at
customers in the initial seconds of the exchange 27%, 48%, ard
70% respectively. Although the percentages varied acrxDss individual
tellers, smiling consistently occurred less frequently than either
greeting or looking at customers. This relationship continued
throughout all phases of the study (see Table 3)
.
Bl - Chip Dispensing
IXiring this condition, 155 interactions were recorded. When
tellers were asked to dispense poker chips to custcsners for the
purpose of custcn^er satisfaction ratings, mean smiling, greeting and
looking at percentages were 42%, 77%, ard 77% respectively. Ihis
represented an increase over baseline of 56%, 60% and 10%
respectively. Individual teller responses to this condition varied
considerably. Tellers Wl and W3 increased smiling over baseline rates
by 53% and 185% respectively, vAiile W2's smiling rate increased by
only 8%. Conversely, Wl and W3 both increased orienting by 6% over
baseline, v^le W2 increased orienting by 42%. Only greeting
increased substantially for all, increasing by 27%, 258% ard 73% for
Wl, W2, and W3 respectively.
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A2 - Reversctl
Recordings were made of 90 interactions in this retum-to-
baseline condition, during which the grtxip means for smiling,
greeting and looking at custcroers decreased by 10%, 19% and 14%
respectively (see Table 3) . Althou^ the grxxip mean did not return
to baseline levels, it is important to note that only two of the
three tellers were exposed to the reversal condition (the third
teller was not available for observation during that time) . Althou^
Wl showed little change, W3 reversed to near baseline levels in both
smiling and greeting and to below the baseline level in looking at
customers, ihis change in teller W3 r^resents 37%, 63% and 33%
decreases frcm condition Bl in smiling, greeting and looking at
custcroers,
B2 - Chips Dispensing
Only teller Wl ejqperienced this reinstatement of chips
condition, vAiich resulted in mimmal changes as caipared to the
previous condition (A2) . The changes observed during the 20
interactions recorded in this condition were -8% in smiling, +8% in
greeting and +8% in looking at custcaners (see Table 3)
.
C - Feedback
When observations and chip dispensing were combined with
feedback in condition C, smiling increased over baseline by 196% when
averaging across tellers (see Table 3) . For individual tellers, the
increase over baseline ranged from 144% to 310%. Smiling rates in
condition C exceeded any other condition by 90%, vAien averaging over
tellers, and by a minimum of 44% and a maximum of 98% for individual
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tellers. ihe mean percentage incarease over baseline of greetings in
condition C was 83%, ranging in individuals fram 64% to 262%. When
cxxnpared to all previous conditions, the mean greeting percentage was
10% hi^er during feedback than during any previous condition and
ranged frcan a 1% to a 15% increase in individuals.
Custcmer Satisfaction
Of the 525 poker chips dispensed to customers, 520 were placed
in the customer satisfaction box, r^resenting a 99% response rate.
Figure 1 shows the percentage of customers who selected each level of
satisfaction during prefeedback (chips) and feedback conditions. Ito
determine the relationship between levels of custaner satisfaction
and rates of tellers smiling, greeting and looking at custcmers,
custcaner responses were translated into a single number for each
teller during each observation session. Ihis was done by assigning a
number value frcm 0 to 4 to each possible response category
(unsatisfied = 0, sanevdiat satisfied = 1, satisfied = 2, very
satisfied = 3, and extremely satisfied = 4) and the percentage of
responses in each category multiplied by that value. Ihe sum of the
wei^ted values resulted in a single customer satisfaction rating
(see Table 4) . For exairple, if the colored chips assigned to W2 were
distributed with 67% in the extremely satisfied category, 20% in very
satisfied, and 13% in somewhat satisfied, W2's customer satisfaction
rating for that session would be .67(4) + .20(3) + .13 (2) = 3.54.
To ascertain the relationship between custcaner satisfaction
ratings and the behaviors being observed. Spearman correlation
coefficients were calculated for each behavior. The Spearman, or
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ranked cxDrrelation cxDefficient, was selected because its use is
reoanmended when the data being analyzed are comprised of both
ordinal (customer satisfaction rankings) ar>d ratio (observed behavior
percentages) data (Haber, 1980) . Greeting was found to be
significantly correlated with customer satisfaction at the p < .05
level. Neither smiling nor looking at customers were significantly
correlated with customer satisfaction. Correlations performed on
individual teller's data were not significant due to the small number
of pairs (see Table 5)
.
Branch W - Individual Subject Analysis
Figures 2, 3, and 4 shew the observed percentages of smiling,
greeting and looking at custcmers for tellers Wl, W2, and W3. Note
that each data point represents a block of five observed
interactions.
Smiling increeised substantially during the feedback condition
for all tellers (Figures 2, 3, and 4) . Although there was no
substantial difference in tellers' Wl and W2 smiling rate during the
chips condition, teller VD's smiling rate increased during that
condition, then reverted to baseline levels v*ien baseline conditions
were reinstated.
Changes in variability were not consistent across tellers.
Iteller Wl showed a decrease in variability during the feedback
condition as conpared to previous conditions; W3 showed a decreased
as compared to both the chips and reversal conditions. W2's
variability during feedback actually increased as compared to
previous conditions (see Table 6)
.
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Greetings were also more frequent in the feedback condition than
they were during baseline for all tellers (Figures 5, 6, and 7)
,
however only Wl showed a substantial increase during feedback over
the chips condition. As was the case with smiling, only W3 showed an
increase over baseline during the chips condition followed by a
return to near baseline levels during the reversal phase. (Note that
reversal data are not available on W2 as she was not available for
observation during the reversal condition.)
A decrease in variability, as compared to previous conditions,
was apparent in both Wl and W3. Teller W2 showed little change in
Vciriability in post baseline conditions.
Looking at custcmers was at a relatively hi^ rate during
baseline for all three tellers, ranging from 50% to 84% (Figures 8,
9, and 10) . All three tellers increased their rates of looking at
custcraers during the feedback condition as ccarpared to baseline.
Again, W3 showed a reversal effect during the return to baseline
condition. This was reflected both by the decrease in mean rate and
the increase in variability during the reversal condition.
Variability decreased during feedback for cill tellers, however
the decrease was most extreme for Wl and W3, v*io deviated from a 100%
rate on very few occasions during the feedback condition.
Custxsner Satisfaction ratings did not vary substantially frcan
one observation session to the next for either Wl or W3, and dipped
only once for W2 (Figures 11, 12, and 13) . Ihis is especially true
vAien ratings for "extremely satisfied" and "very satisfied" are
combined. When customer satisfaction was compared with each observed
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behavior, only greeting was significantly correlated with it.
Althou^ the number of observed greetinj/customer satisfaction pairs
was too small for statistical significance to be determined on an
individual basis, a positive pattern of covarianoe was seen for W3
(Figure 14, 15, and 16). Figures 17, 18, and 19 show the
observatiorycustcsner satisfaction patterns for smiling, Figures 20,
21, and 22 for looking at customers. No strong patterns were
apparent.
Branch S - Overview
Al - Baseline
A total of 250 observations were recorded in Branch S during
baseline. Ihe groi^ mean percentages of smiling at, greeting, and
looking at custctners were 34%, 59% and 62 % respectively. As was
the case in Branch W, smiling consistently occurred less frequently
than either greeting or looking at custcsrtvers. Table 7 shows both
groip and individual baseline performance. Because the study was
terminated after only a few observations in the next condition, only
baseline data are presented.
Intercbserver Acrreement
Interobserver reliability was calculated on thirteen occasions.
The mean average agreement was 91.9% for smiling, 93.8% for greeting,
and 95.6% for looking at custaners.
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Group and Individual Percentages of Interactions
curing Which Smiling, Greetirg ard looking At
Custaners Were Observed in Each Condition
Branch W Group Data
# of Observaticais Means*
Condition Subject Blocks Total 5^mi 1 <a Orien
of 5
Al Wl 16 80 30 56 71
(3/20 - W2 4 20 25 45 50
4/24) W3 5 25 20 24 OH
total 125 27 /u
Bl Wl 13 65 46 71 75
(4/24 - W2 11 55 27 78 71
5/13) W3 7 35 57 86 89
total 155 42 11 11
A2 Wl 13 65 43 74 71
(5/25 - W3 5 25 24 32 60
6/3) total 90 38 62 68
B2 Wl 4 20 40 80 75
(6/7) total 20 40 80 75
C Wl 21 105 91 92 97
(6/16 - W2 9 45 51 80 69
6/29) W3 11 55 82 87 98
total 205 80 88 91
Total 595
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B1 • B2
100%
4/24-6/7 6/16/17 6/24 6/27-6/28
Observation dates
WM Extremely Sat. ESI Very Sat. dO Sat.
Somewhat Sat. [HI] Unsat.
6/29
Figure 1. Custcsner Satisfaction Branch W.
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Table 4. Custaner Satisfaction Rating for Each Iteller
curing Each Condition
1>^^ OMtoner Satisfaction Rating
EK.Sat. V.Sat. Sat. s.sat. un.Sat \ Rotum w%*
Condition B (1)
Wl-4/24 10/15 2/15 3/15 0 0 100% 3.47
M3t^
Wl-5/2 9/14 2/14 1/14 0 2/14 100% 2.82
Ml-5/4
(64%) (4») (7%) (14%)
5/10 3/10 2/10 0 0 1001 3.3
(50%) (30%) (20%)
W2-5/4 21/36 8/36 4/36 2/36 1/36 100% 3.26
Wl-5/6
(58%) (22%) (U%) (3%)
20/31 4/31 7/31 0 0 100% 3.45
(65%) (13%) (23%)
W3-5/6 15/26 8/26 2/26 1/26 0 100% 3.45
(58%) (31%) (8%) (4%)
Wl-5/9 5/11 4/11 2/11 0 0 100% 3.24
(45%) (36%) (18%)
W2-5/9 5/13 2/13 6/13 0 0 100% 2.89
(38%) (15%) (46%)
W2-5/13 13/27 11/27 3/27 0 0 96% 3.37
(48%) (41%) (11%) (27/28)
W3-5/13 26/35 7/35 2/35 0 0 97% 3.68
(74%) (20%) (6%) (35/36)
Oonditicn B (2)
Wl-6/7 22/33 . 8/33 2/33 0 1/j l wol 3.55
(67%) (24%) (6%) (31)
W2-6/7 8/11 1/11 2/11 0 0 1001 3.55
(73%) (9%) (18%)
Oonditicn C
Wl-6/16 15/20 1/20 3/20 1/20 0 1001 3. 5
(75%) (5%) (15%) (5%)
W3-6/17 13/21 6/21 2/21 0 0 95% 3.,55
(62%) (29%) (10%) (21/22)
Wl-6/24 18/33 10/33 5/33 0 0 97% 3,,4
(55%) (30%) (15%) (J 1/34)
W3-6/24 22/41 13/41 6/41 0 0 loot 3. 42
(54%) (32%) (15%)
Wl-6/27 10/22 11/22 1/22 0 0 1001 3. 4
(45%) (50%) (5%)
Wl-6/20 9/19 8/19 2/19 0 0 1001 3. 34
(47%) (42%) (10%)
W2-6/28 15/24 4/24 4/24 0 1/24 l(K)t 3. 37
(63%) (17%) (17%) (It)
Vfl-6/29 21/37 11/37 3/37 2/37 0 1001. 3. 39
(57%) (30%) (8%) (51)
W2-6/29 21/36 10/36 4/36 1/36 0 1001 i. 41
(58%) (28%) (11%) (3%)
r>«i«-n««r Butljfacticn
* w%- % under aach atlafaction lovel nultipliad by it's weight.
Weights are 4 (extranaly satisfied) , 3 (very aatlafiad)
,
2 (satisfied) , 1 (somewhat satisfied) and 0 (unsatisfied)
.
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5. Group and Individual Correlation Between Custcmer
Satisfaction and Target Behaviors
Ranked Correlation Coefficients
Subject Smile i-tXJK Au r at <.05 n
Wl -.059
.240 .375 .535 11
W2 .462 .720 .397 .886 6
W3 .400 .800 .000 1.000 4
Group .276 .501* .074 .439 21
significant at p<.05
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6. Target Behavior Means and Standani Deviations for
Each Teller Curing Each Condition
Means and st/^nri;:irri Deviations
Condition Subject Smile Greet
Al
Bl
Wl M 30 56.3 71.3
S 16.3 29.4 19.3
W2 M 25 45 50
S 19.1 10 34.6
W3 M 20 24 84
S 14.1 21.9 16.7
Wl M 46.2 70.8 75.4
S 23.6 17.5 21.8
W2 M 27.3 78.2 70.9
S 13.5 18.9 22.6
W3 M 57.1 85.7 88.6
S 29.3 15.1 10.7
Wl M 43.1 73.8 70.8
S 26.9 25 21
W3 M 24 32 60
S 21.9 22.8 31.6
Wl M 40 80 75
S 28.3 16.3 10
Wl M 91.4 92.4 97.1
S 12 13.4 9.6
W2 M 51.1 80 68.9
S 24.7 17.3 17.6
W3 M 81.8 87.3 98.2
S 16.6 16.2 6.0
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Table 7. Branch S Group Data
# of Observations Means *
Condition Subject Blocks Total
of 5
Smile Greet Orient
Al
(4/23 -
5/9)
SI
S2
S3
S4
14
15
7
5
70
75
35
70
•j't
16
63
49
04
53
74
71
67
47
83
63
total 250 34 59 62
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CHAPTER 4
DISOJSSIC^I
This Study sought to detemine whether bank teller^' rates of
smiling at, looking at, and greetii^ their customers in the initial
seconds of the service interaction would increase following feedback.
It further sou^t to examine the relationship between those teller
behaviors and levels of customer satisfaction.
Feedback
As discussed in the introduction, many researchers have
demonstrated the power of feedback in many settings. In accordance
with the literature, all three target behaviors increased during the
feedback condition, althou^ the impact of feedback was most
dramatically demonstrated by teller smiling. All of the tellers smiled
at a relatively low rate during baseline as ccatpared to greeting and
looking at customers, v^iich provided greater roctn for iitprtsvement in
the smiling rate than in the other target behaviors. This was an
interesting finding. The literature suggests that females smile more
than males v^ether those observed are adults (Halberstadt & Saitta,
1987) , or children (Berman & Smith, 1984) and in both typical and
mentally retarded populations (Sigelman, Elias-Burger, Danker-Brown,
& Burger, 1982) . It would have been interesting to observe both male
and female subjects to see if 1) males would ejdiibit even Icwer
smiling rates than did our all fonale subject pc^xilatioi 2) males'
smiling rates would be as amenable to feedback.
Another interesting alteration to the present study would be the
inclusion of an analysis of the feedback used. Due to the schedule
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constraints of the subjec±s (summer vacations and so on) it was not
possible to prolong this stixJy by introducing additional conditions.
Had we had the luxury of tiine, it would have been useful to tell the
subjects exactly vdiat behaviors were beirig observed prior to the
introduction of the feedback condition. This would have allowed us to
analyze the effect of task clarification (antecedent stimulus)
s^>arately frcm the reinforcing quality of feedback as Crowell et al.
(1988) did. Although not experimentally analyzed, however, the
feedback seemed to the esq^eriinenter to have been seen in a positive
light by the tellers, as evidenced by their expressions of pleasure at
their inprovement and their requests that the experimenter share
individual data with superiors.
It may also have been useful to eoqierimentally analyze the
relative effectiveness of groip versus individual feedback, cilthouc^
this may be of limited utility frcm a practical stanc^int, as it is
easy and inexpensive to provide both simultaneously. Behavioral
treatments are often a combinations of two or more procedures termed
"packages". Without conducting a systematic ccrrponent analysis, of
course, a functional relation between any one ccnponent and behavioral
change cannot be established. According to Sulzer-Azaroff and Mayer
(1977) , however, it is acceptable to analyze the effectiveness of a
package as a v*iole v*ien individual conponents do not require
extraordinary effort and are not costly.
Althouc^ not done in the current study, group and individual
feedback were e^^jerimentally corpared in a study by Nev«toy et al.
(1983) . Drug store clerks were given group and individual feedback
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s^tely. individual feedback incr^ efficiency, whereas group
feedback did not. In that study, however, both individual and grxxp
feedback were publicly posted and included the number of accounting
errors committed. Potential aversiveness can be a major disadvantage
of publicly posted feedback (Pure et al., 1981) . For that reason, the
Newby et al. (1983) study is not directly comparable to the present
study, because in the latter negative results were not measured or
posted. We were measuring and posting the frequency of positive
(friendly) behaviors, not the number of negative (unfriendly)
behaviors, or the number of errors committed Also, individual
feedback was strictly private in the present study, which may have
rendered it less powerful than if it were public, but also diminished
its potential aversive nature. Public group feedback was used because
it provided the branch manager with the data necessary to praise
tellers for their performance. Of course, whether individual or
group, the potential for public feedback to be aversive is usually
present. For instance, had the manager criticized the tellers for low
baseline rates of the target behaviors, or for insufficient
iirprovement, the group feedback would have been aversive. The manager
in this study was, of course, instructed to give only positive
feedback.
Relationship Between Service Friendliness
and Customer Satisfaction
It is inportant to note, hcwever, that this study was not
designed primarily as a vehicle for examining and/or deauonstrating the
efficacy of feedback as a behavior change strategy. A Icirge body of
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literature has aocxxnplished that. Therefore it was expected that
feecJback would produce the desired chaise in teller behavior. Rather,
the particular concern in this study was assessii^ the possible
relationship between the three target behaviors and levels of customer
satisfaction.
It was hypothesized that custcxner satisfactioi would be
positively correlated with increases in the target behaviors.
Research has shown that v*ien initial impressions are being formed, the
first information received is more enduring than later information.
Itiis is referred to as the primacy effect (Gergen & Gergen, 1981,
chap. 2; Vander Zanden, 1977, Chap. 2). Working on the assumption
that most tellers are not well acquainted with their custcmers due to
hi^ teller turnover rates and transient custcsner bases, it was
expected that a display of friendly behaviors at the beginning of an
interaction with a custcaiier would result in positive iirpression
formation by the customer, v*iich would be reflected in a hi<^er level
of satisfaction with teller service. To the extent that the
teller/custcaiier relationships in the study site were r^resentative of
teller/customer relationships in genercil, any correlations between
custcxner satisfaction and teller friendliness in the study site could
be generalized to other sites. This became in issue in the present
study.
Because a multiple baseline across two branches was planned,
study sites selected were those vtiere the probability of "floating
tellers", was low due to their locations away from the metropolitan
area. To accommodate c^imal branch coverage, tellers in the
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metrcpolitan branches are often temporarily transferred to other
branches on an "as needed" basis. Our goal was to avoid branches with
a hi^ probability of "floatia^ tellers" to reduce the possibility of
a teller in a treatment stage of the study beirg tenporarily
transferred to a branch still in baseline. Not only would the
temporarily transferred teller's data be invalid, but the potential
for the treatinent conditions to be shared with the tellers in baseline
would be present. In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to
conduct the study in branches not in the metrtDpolitan area. Non-
metrcpolitan branches experience less frequent turnover and have more
stable retail custcsner bases. The tradeoff, then, in selecting these
branches was working with staffs of long term employees in very
stable, nontransient coraraunities. It was eiqDected that this
concession would result in observing tellers who would be more
familiar with some of the custoners than we had initially planned. In
fact, however, the full-time tellers in the branch that completed the
study were well acquainted with not just seme, but with the vast
majority of their custcarers, which allowed them to have interactions
that were very different than expected. How well acquainted tellers
and custcainers were was critical. We expected that the majority of
interactants would be relative strangers, vMch, based on the primacy
effect, would make the initial seconds of the interacticai most
iitportant. On that basis, we measured only the first three seconds of
the interactions. The experimenter noticed, hcwever, that even vSien
the target behaviors did not occur during the first three seconds, a
very personal, friendly exchange often ensued. Tellers and custcsners
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were well enou^ aoquaintad to hold very personal conversations
txpics such as recent surgeries, family weddings, divorces, vacations,
parties etc. ihe measurement system used in this study was not able
to pick up this kind of friendly exchar^e. It is possible that this
type of exchange supercedes the measured target b^viors in tenns of
customer satisfaction. If the study were replicated in branciies where
tellers were not well acquainted with custoners (due to transient
customer base and teller turnover)
, it is possible that correlations
would be found between the target behaviors and custoner satisfaction
that were not found in the present study.
The data from the part-time teller (W3) in the present study lend
sane support the this notion. Unlike the two full-time tellers (Wl
and W2) v^o were long term town residents and branch ettployees, the
part-time teller was not. She lived in another town and worked in
that branch on Saturdays only. She did not appear to have the kind of
personal relationships with her customers that fosters personal
conversations. In that respect, her data were of particular interest
because they were potentially more representative of the population of
unacquainted interactants we had in mind vAien designing the study.
It is interesting to note that v*ien correlation coefficients were
calculated, the hi^est value (r = .8) was obtained v*ien customer
satisfaction and greeting were ccarpared for teller W3, althoui^ the
number of satisfaction-greeting pairs was insufficient to obtain
statistical significance for her individually. VJhether the difference
between data frcm W3 and the other tellers is idiosyncratic or is
related to limited versus extensive prior relatiaiships with customers
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is, of course, an empirical question that can only be answers!
esqjerijnentally
.
Another component of the interaction that was not measured, but
that my be related to custaner satisfaction, was its termination.
The experimenter observed that the tellers often smiled at, looked at,
and said "good-by" to customers, even v^en they did not exhibit the
target behaviors in the beginning of the transaction.
Effect of Chips on Service Friend! inpsg
In addition to the difference in correlation data between W3 and
the two long term tellers (Wl and W2)
, teller W3 was more dramatically
affected by the chips phase of the study. Only W3's smiling rate
increased substantially during the chips phase and her greeting rate
increased during that phase more dramatically than that of W2. Ihe
chips did not have a noticeable affect on any of the tellers' rates of
looking at customers. It is possible that the chips were not as
influential with the long term tellers as they were with the W3, the
part-time teller, because the long term employees relied more on the
overall, friendly interactions they had with their custcmers to
produce positive customer satisfaction ratings. W3 was not
sufficiently familiar with her custcmers to facilitate personal
friendly conversation and she may have had to rely on more surface,
inpersonal friendly behaviors, such as those we were measuring.
Again, this is an errpirical question that cannot be answered with so
few subjects. R^lication of the present study adding metropolitan
branches with transient custoiver bases or branches staffed by
relatively short-term enployees would be necessary.
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utility of Ctiips as ^ metcmer Sal- i>:.faction r^tj,
Oollection TVv->l
Ihe methcxi devised to acxxmcdate the collection of customer
satisfaction data, using poker chips to be deposited in an on-site
recycle, was extremely successful. Not only were we able to get
daily response data for eadi individual teller without inconveniencing
customers, but we had a remarkable response rate of 99%. This customer
response rate far exceeded our hopes and expectations. Althou^ the
ejq^erimenter did not take actual data on the number of custoners v^o
did not receive a chip from his/her teller, that onission appeared to
be a very rare event, probably occurring fewer than ten times over the
course of the study. As far as customer convenience was concerned,
the experimenter never heard a complaint from a custcner about being
asked to d^xDsit the chip, nor, upon inquiry, did the manager report
any ccsnplaints. In fact, the chips elicited many positive, humorous
exchanges between the tellers and custcmers. This effect was noticed
by both the experimenter and branch manager. Additionally, on the
consumer satisfaction survey caipleted by the tellers at the
termination of the study, tellers were generally positive about future
uses of the chips system, saying either that they would hi^y
reccanmend its future use or that they were neutral about its future
use. Ihey also reccnimend the system to obtain custaner satisfaction
data about things other than teller service, such as AIM (autanatic
teller machine) locations, platform service, products offered and
fees. Ihe results strongly suggest the potential value of this method
in future custcsner satisfaction research.
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Causes and Trnpl i r.^tion of Tn^s of Branch s
It is interesting to speculate on the possible reasons for the
loss of one of the two branches followii^ baseline observations.
There were several differences between the branches. Although no
incentives were offered for participation to either branch, tellers in
the branch that completed the study (Branch W) had positive
expectations and asked whether their data could be shared with bank
administration if it was "good", with the expressed hope that the
information would positively ijtpact subsequent jcb evaluations.
However, retirement was iminent for several of the tellers in Branch
W (the "lost branch")
,
one within several months and one within a year
of the study. Clearly, participation and ijtprovement offered no
potential for professional gain for those tellers.
Another difference between the branches involved the teller
staffs' relationships with management. Althou^ both managers had
been in their respective locations for the same period of time, the
manager of Branch S had, by her cwn admission, a strained relationship
with her teller staff as ccaipared with the Branch W manager. The
Branch S tellers, according to their manager, had previously been
illused by bank administration and were extremely distrustful toward
administration in general. Because initicil approval for the study
came throi*^ tcp level administration, it is possible ttiat tellers in
Branch W were less willing to believe that the ejqaerimenter 1) was
operating independently of bank administration and 2) wculd ke^ cill
information confidential. It also became clear that, de^ite the
written and oral explanations of the voluntary nature of their
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participation, tellers in Branch S felt that they were son^
required to ck) so. The e^^imenter was unable to disloc^ this
belief or to elicit further discussion about their reactions.
These problems have several iitplications for future research.
Potential benefit to the subject should receive greater enji^asis. if
intrinsic benefits are not sufficient, then scroe extrinsic incentives
for participation should be available, ihese could be in the form of
participation contingent incentives (e.g. lottery tickets, gift
certificates, etc.), or performance contingent incentives (e.g.
certificates in personnel file for imprxjved performance)
.
Additionally, new tellers, who may perceive themselves to be more
pronotable than those who have held the same position for many years,
may be more receive and therefore be preferable as subjects. It may
also be beneficial to promote a sense of program ownership in the
tellers by involving them in the planning phase of the study. Ihey
would then be less likely to try to sabotage the program, especially
if corporate support for iitprovement were ^parent.
Maintenance
An obvious omission in this study is the provisicMi for
maintenance of the behavior changes following the termination of the
study. The ejqjerimenter spoke with the branch manager informally and
suggested that she periodically monitor the tellers for the target
behaviors and give them positive verbal feedback. However, the lack
of visible support frcsn bank administration for either the branch
manager or tellers (i.e. no ackncwledgement of branch manager or
tellers for their participation and/or inprovement) wculd make it very
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unlitely that the behavior will continue. lack of on the jcb support
is often cited as the priitary reason for the failurB of trained skills
to be maintained (Meigs-Burkhard, T.
, 1986)
.
Summary
Feedback, as expected, was effective in incTBasir^ smilir^,
greeting and looking at custaners by all subjects. Further, a
positive correlation was found between custoner satisfaction and
greeting. Qiips were found to be an extr^y successful customer
satisfaction data collection method, yielding a 99% custoner response
rate. Further research suggested by this study includes the
utilization of the chips methods in other settings and/or in
evaluating other issues of concern to custcmers. Also, replication of
this study with more subjects in branches with both strong and weak
preexisting teller/custcxner relationships would help to establish the
relative importance of the teller/custcaner relationship in custoner
satisfaction.
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APPENDIX A
INPOEMED CX»JSENT
Bank tellers are the banks' most visible representatives. A
customers' interactions with you may well be the only personal
interactions s/he has with the bank, and as such your rxDle in
providing good custoner service is critical to the success of the
organization.
Itiis research project is designed to determine whether or not some
specific teller/customer interactions have a positive iirpact on
customer satisfaction. Participation is strictly voluntary and will
not entail additional work re^xDnsibilities.
The project will be carried out in two phases. Initially, your
typical interactions with your custctners will be observed by myself
and/or my research assistant. In the second phase, I will talk with
you about the specific b^iaviors we are interested in and show you the
results of our initial observations. Vfe will then resume cbservation
and you will receive weekly feedback telling you exacUy what we have
observed.
The branch manager will be aware of the projects goals and
methods, however s/he will be given only averaged group information
and will receive no information about any individuals. Information
about you will remain strictly confidential.
It is irtportant that two things be very clear to you. One is that
you will not be asked to esdiibit any difficult or time consuming
behavior. The other is that your job performance evaluation will in
no way be affected by your refused to participate or your project data
should you choose to participate.
If you choose to participate, a summary of the project will be
given to you upon its caipletion. The data frctn this study will be
used by me in particil fulfillment of by graduate school requirements
and may be used for publication in professioncil journals and/or for
presentation at professional conferences. As in all research such as
this, neither participants' names nor any identifying characteristics
will be made public from this study.
The project will Icist for ^proximately four months. Your
participation is totcilly voluntary. Therefore, vMle I hcpe you would
plan to participate for the duration of the stucty, you should feel
free to withdraw at any time. If you have any questions at all
regarding this project, feel free to call me at either of the numbers
belcw.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Carolyn Shaw Brcwn
516 Tobin Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass.
413-545-0794, 508-829-5889
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I have read the consent form and
I understand that I may withdraw
Carolyn Shaw Brown
413-545-0794
508-829-5889
agree to participate in this study,
at any time.
Name (please print)
Signature
Date
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APPENDIX B
TEUER BEHAVIOR CHECKKEST
Date: CXDserver: Code: means yes
- means no
0 unable to obs.
Teller Smile Greet Orient Tteller Smile Greet Orient
10-
15- 15-
10- 10-
15- 15-
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APPENDIX C
FEEDBACK CHART
Webster Branch
Group Means
Mean %
Business As Usual Tokens 6/14-6/17 6/24 6/27-6/28
Conditions
! Smile ^3 Greet [SSi] Eye Contact
Webster Branch
Customer Satisfaction
percentage
4/24-6/7 6/16/17 6/24 6/27-6/28 6/29
H ExtremGly Satisfied Very Satisfied dD Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied ^lH Unsatisfied
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APPENDIX D
CHIP OOLLECnON BOX
HELP US TO Serve You Better
By Putting The Chip In The
Slot that Best Describes
How Satisfied You Are With
THE Teller Service you
Recieved today.
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APPPENDIX E
SCRIPT FOR FIRST FEEDBACK TO TELLERS
Ihe first thing I want to say is how much I appr^iate yourcooperation and patience. Havij^ saiveone watchii^ you can be a bitdisconcerting, e^ially when you don't know what they're looking atAs you know, the study is designed to look at how ^ustome^
""^"f ^ fP^^^^^ Ihe caily thii^ you didn't know was^ctly vAiat those specific things were. I'm glad that I can finally
share that with you. ^
I've been interested in the importance of the very beginnim of aninteraction; specifically the 1st 3 sees. My question iTwhetl^
customers r^rt greater levels of satisfaction if tellers smile atgreet, and make eye contact with them in those first seconds '
Anything that makes the customer more satisfied is beneficial to thebank, but it is also beneficial to the tellers. The happier the
custoners are, the less job stress you should experience. For
instance, it is very difficult to be grouchy or nasty to someone whohas just looked you in the eye, smiled at you and said "hello".
Custoners scaiietimes ccane to you already annoyed; they didn't like
waiting in line or there was an error in their statement etc. You
can't control those things, but if you could find an easy way to
diffuse customers' irritation, you'd be less apt to get the brunt of
their anger.
Now for my problem. You guys are already making your customers
happy! You are making my job a lot more difficult. Let me show you
\Aiat I mean.
[display feedback chart]
As you can see, 60% of your custcmers are extremely satisfied, 25% V.
Sat.
, 13% sat. and only 1% soroev^iat and 1% unsatisfied. And you
should knew that we have a nearly 100% response rate frxan the
custcsners. Hiat is extraordinary and reflects their ajpreciation of
you.
Your record is ctoviously excellent ri^t now. My hcpe is that we
can get the slcpe even sharper by increasing the rate of smiling,
greeting and making eye contact in the first three seconds.
I have made individual grc^^hs just like these group graphs for
each of you. As you knew, ttiese are not and will not be shewn to
anyone else unless you wish them to be.
My plan is to ccsne back more frequently over the next two weeks
and give you updated feedback each time (depending upon the schedule
with Colleen) and finish it v?) in the next few weeks.
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APPENDIX F
OC»JSUMER SATISFACTION SURVEY
In planning future reseaixh, it would be verv helnfni f^or- ^ +-
The duration of the study was
a) longer than I ej^jected
b) about viiat I expected
c) shorter than I e3qjec±ed
this^^U^"^ ^
^^^""^ required of you as a participant in
a) a great deal
b) a little
c) very little
3. If the bank were to institute a similar token system to get
customer satisfaction information in the future, how would you rateyour reocanmendation for it's use for each of the following
l=highly recommend, 2=neutral, 3=do not recommend
a) branch hours
b) platform service
c) teller service
d) branch/AIM location convenience
e) products offered
f) fees
4. On a scale of 1 to 5 with five being the most positive, how would
you rate your reaction to each of the following components of
the stucty
a) being observed
1 2 3 4 5
(-) (+)
b) handing out tokens
1 2 3 4 5
c) getting feedback about the group froii the graphs
1 2 3 4 5
d) getting individual feedback from the graphs
1 2 3 4 5
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e) getting feedback frcm your
1 2 3 4 5
5. How interesting or useful did you find the following
a) custcxners ratings of the service you provide
1 (not interesting or useful)
2 (scmevtot interesting or useful)
3 (interesting or useful) SOUND FAMILIAR??
4 (very interesting or useful)
5 (extremely interesting or useful)
b) inforroation about your observed interactions with customers
1 (not interesting or useful)
2 (scmevs*iat interesting or useful)
3 (interesting or useful)
4 (very interesting or useful)
5 (extremely interesting or useful)
6. How did the majority of your customers respond vrtien given the
tokens?
a) seemed to enjoy it (smiled, made jokes, etc.)
b) didn't respond favorably or negatively
c) didn't like it (corplained)
7. Was the explanation of the study given to you before you agreed to
participate accurate and sufficient enou(^ that you knew what to
expect? If not, v^t needed to be better e>qplained?
8. Any ccanments (good or bad) or suggestions you have would be very
much appreciated.
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